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	In The Art and Science of Java, Stanford professor and well-known leader in Computer Science Education Eric Roberts emphasizes the reader-friendly exposition that led to the success of The Art and Science of C. By following the recommendations of the Association of Computing Machinery’s Java Task Force, this first edition text adopts a modern objects-first approach that introduces readers to useful hierarchies from the very beginning.
	
	 Introduction; Programming by Example; Expressions; Statement Forms; Methods; Objects and Classes; Objects and Memory; Strings and Characters; Object-Oriented Graphics; Event-Driven Programs; Arrays and ArrayLists; Searching and Sorting; Collection Classes; Looking Ahead.
	
	 A modern objects-first approach to the Java programming language that introduces readers to useful class hierarchies from the very beginning.
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PHP Web Services: APIs for the Modern WebO'Reilly, 2013

	
		In this age, when it can sometimes seem like every system is connected to every other
	
		system, dealing with data has become a major ingredient in building the Web. Whether
	
		you will be delivering services or consuming them, web service is a key part of all
	
		modern, public-facing applications, and this book is here to help...
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Protection of Electrical NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
This book, designed for engineers, technicians, designers and operators working with electrical networks, contains theoretical and practical information on the design and set-up of protection systems.
    
Protection of Electrical Networks first discusses network structures and grounding systems together with problems that can occur in...
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Digital Signal Processing System Design, Second Edition: LabVIEW-Based Hybrid ProgrammingAcademic Press, 2008
The ideal book for quickly developing DSP systems by integrating MATLAB or C code into the LabVIEW graphical programming environment.     

       Reflecting LabView's new MathScripting feature, the new edition of this book combines textual and graphical programming to form a hybrid programming approach, enabling a more effective means of...
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Welding Robots: Technology, System Issues and ApplicationSpringer, 2005
From car manufacturing to the production of niche products, welding is now one of the most widespread and successful applications of industrial robotics.
Welding Robotics: Technology, System Issues and Application is a detailed overview of robotic welding at the beginning of the twenty-first century. The last few years-worth of...
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Advanced PHP for FlashApress, 2003

	Advanced PHP for Flash is the follow-up to the hugely popular Foundation PHP for Flash.


	The main aim of this book is to extend the reader's knowledge of using PHP and MySQL to produce dynamic content for Flash. Essentially, it picks up the baton from the first book and runs with it until there's no more...
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Adobe Photoshop CS: Photographers' GuideCourse Technology PTR, 2004
Photography and Photoshop go hand in hand. If you feel there isn't enough photography in the average Photoshop book, and there isn't enough Photoshop in the average photography book, then the book you're looking for is right in your hands. Whether you are a digital or conventional camera buff, this full-color book is the ideal...
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